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display that will fasten to the windscreen with its own 
suction pad. 

The information displayed is Flowrate and Totaliser in 
both metric and imperial units. 

There is an easy reset on the touch screen. 

Approximate screen size 120mm x 60mm. 

The Dairy Show:  
5th October                    

See us at the Showering Pavilion Balcony 
Stand 217 

Welcome to our August Newsletter.  Many exciting things have been happening this 

year, resulting in a substantial upgrading of our Product range with new and technically   

improved equipment.  

Further details are shown below, but we are only a telephone call away from arranging an 

on-site visit and desktop demonstration. 

Budget Range — FiF In-Cab Display 

Transfers basic information from the 
Flowmeter to the cab in a simple 
format  ie: Flow Rate M3 and  
Totaliser M3. 
Easy self-fit    
Supplied with Krohne Flowmeter at 
an inclusive price of £2095.00 + VAT 

Premium Range  - DD In-Cab  Display 
Links to a Krohne Flowmeter on the spreading machine  and converts the data to: 
 Flow Rate M3 
 Area Coverage Hectares    
 Application Rate M3/Hectare 
 Downloadable via USB to computer 

Supplied with Krohne Flowmeter at an inclusive price of £3050 + VAT  (*plus optional 

extras) 

FOR SALE:    
SlurryKat Low line Dribble 
Bar — new and unused.   
9 Mtrs Fold-back.     
Complete with Krohne 
Flowmeter already fitted.  
Purchased and used for 

photo session and display 

only. Special Price!! 

KROHNE FLOWMETER .... 
With over 20 years experience of supplying Flowmeters to the Slurry Industry, we  
have now decided  to recommend the Krohne Flowmeter in  preference to other makes,  
for fitting to Slurry machines and Tankers. The reason for this is simple — costs!!!  
The Krohne is of similar price to the Siemens but due to its construction is far more  
robust in the harsh environment that we use it.  Overall, repairs are far less frequent  
and costs much reduced.  Because of its compact shape it is less vulnerable to  
accidental damage.  We carry a full range of stock and spares and are authorised  
to carry out testing and repairs. 
We continue our relationship with Siemens and carry a comprehensive range of  
stock and spares and again are able to test and repair in house. There are many  
applications where the Siemens is more appropriate and expert advice is always  
available to provide the best application.  Just give us a call! 

*PLEASE REMEMBER —- WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE FOR KROHNE OR SIEMENS FLOWMETERS* 

MP Visit 

Tanlake Flowmetering were pleased to welcome the local MP Jacob    
Rees-Mogg to our premises at Burnett Business Park.  He had previously 
expressed an interest in Flowmetering generally and wanted to have first 
hand experience of how the technology fitted into modern day farming 
and food production.  He was shown around the site and some of the 
back room activities involved in producing state of the art equipment.  

The visit was rounded off with him driving a John Deere tractor fitted with 
auto-steer and carrying a SlurryKat 9 mtr Dribble Bar — see picture 
above. 

John Deere tractor kindly loaned by Smart Agri Services Ltd of Cheddar 


